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Purpose/Objective: While there is evidence in other clinical groups to suggest that sleep problems can
negatively impact cognitive performance, this relationship has not yet been examined in people with spinal cord injury (SCI). Thus, we sought to examine the association between sleep and cognitive function
in people with SCI. Research Method/Design: Over the course of 7 days, 167 individuals with SCI completed daily subjective ratings of sleep (sleep quality, number of hours slept per night, and bedtime variability) and wore a wrist-worn device that continuously monitored autonomic nervous system (ANS)
activity (i.e., blood volume pulse [BVP] signal and electrodermal activity [EDA] signal). At the end of
this home monitoring period, participants completed a subjective rating of cognition and six objective
cognitive tests. A series of multivariable linear regressions were used to examine associations between
eight measures of sleep/ANS activity during sleep and eight cognitive variables. Results: Subjective ratings of sleep were not related to either objective cognitive performance or self-reported cognitive function. However, there were some relationships between ANS activity during sleep and objective cognitive
performance: lower BVP signal was associated with poorer performance on measures of processing
speed, working memory, learning and long-term memory, and EDA signals were associated with poorer
performance on a measure of executive function. Conclusions/Implications: Future work is needed to
better understand the relationship of sleep, especially sleep physiology, and cognitive functioning for individuals with SCI, and how that may be similar or different to relationships in the general population.
Impact and Implications
Sleep problems may be associated with cognitive problems in people with spinal cord injury (SCI).
Given that objective measures of sleep were more predictive of cognitive outcomes than selfreported measures of sleep, clinicians may need to assess sleep by objective means (e.g., polysomnography, sleep diary plus actigraphy) to elucidate relationships between sleep and cognition.
Future work is needed to determine if improvements in sleep may result in better cognitive functioning in people with SCI.
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Introduction
A new spinal cord injury (SCI) is generally associated with signiﬁcant changes in physical and psychological function, and often
requires changes in lifestyle to preserve function and healthrelated quality of life (Ahuja et al., 2017; Burke et al., 2018;
North, 1999; Sachdeva et al., 2018; Spong et al., 2015). A signiﬁcant challenge following SCI is the development of so-called secondary health conditions (SHCs), including spasms and pain,
which require active management and represent a threat to community participation and independence (Barclay et al., 2015; Ullrich et al., 2012). One particularly disruptive secondary condition
is cognitive impairment; up to 25% of individuals with SCI have
scores that are impaired relative to the general populations(i.e.,
individuals with SCI have scores $ 1 SD below those of a demographically matched comparative control group; Cohen et al.,
2017). It is documented that people living with SCI are more
likely to experience problems with cognition including problems
with attention and concentration, processing speed, episodic memory, and executive functioning (Bradbury et al., 2008; Cohen et
al., 2017; Davidoff et al., 1985, 1992; Dowler et al., 1997, 1995;
Hess et al., 2003; Lazzaro et al., 2013; Macciocchi et al., 2013;
Roth et al., 1989; Sachdeva et al., 2018; Wilmot et al., 1985), at
rates greater than matched control participants (matched on age,
sex, race/ethnicity, and education; Cohen et al., 2017).
Cognitive dysfunction in people with SCI is likely multifactorial. First, concurrent traumatic brain injury (TBI), which is a signiﬁcant risk factor for cognitive problems, is thought to be
relatively common and underdiagnosed in persons with SCI
(Hagen et al., 2010; Macciocchi et al., 2008; Roth et al., 1989;
Sharma et al., 2014). In fact, the few studies that have examined
this directly have found that people with SCI and concurrent
severe TBI have longer recovery times (as evidenced by longer
hospitalization stays), as well as problems with processing speed,
language comprehension, memory, and problem solving, relative
to those without concurrent TBI (Macciocchi et al., 2004, 2012).
We also know that secondary complications, including mood disorders (Bonanno et al., 2012; Boyer et al., 2000; Dryden et al.,
2005; Krause et al., 2010; Migliorini et al., 2015) and chronic pain
(Dijkers et al., 2009; Hassanijirdehi et al., 2015; Masri & Keller,
2012), are common after SCI and are associated with cognitive
problems. A number of medications commonly used to treat spasticity in SCI, including Baclofen, may cause subjective cognitive
dysfunction, although these ﬁndings remain equivocal (Distel et
al., 2020).
One potential but understudied mechanism by which SCI may
affect cognitive function is through sleep. Problems such as pain
and spasticity after SCI can lead to disturbances in sleep, which
are very common in people with SCI (Biering-Sørensen & Biering-Sørensen, 2001; Buzzell et al., 2020; Hultén et al., 2018; Sankari et al., 2019; Schilero et al., 2018; Spong et al., 2015). Sleep
difﬁculties may present as problems initiating sleep, restless sleep,
sleep disordered breathing, snoring, or daytime sleepiness (Berlowitz et al., 2012; Biering-Sørensen & Biering-Sørensen, 2001;
Hultén et al., 2018; Sankari et al., 2019; Spong et al., 2015). Not
surprisingly, sleep disturbance can have a profound impact on the
health-related quality of life of these individuals (Battalio et al.,
2018; Biering-Sørensen & Biering-Sørensen, 2001; Giannoccaro
et al., 2013; January et al., 2015; Norrbrink Budh et al., 2005;

Rintala et al., 1998; Vega et al., 2019; Widerström-Noga et al.,
2001). There is also evidence that sleep problems can have a negative impact on cognitive function in various populations (Dzierzewski et al., 2018; Killgore, 2010; McSorley et al., 2019; Short &
Chee, 2019); however, very little is known about the effect of
sleep on cognitive function in individuals with SCI.
In addition, there is also evidence from other populations to show
that sleep dysregulation can have a negative impact on cognitive function (Goel, 2017; Klumpers et al., 2015). Furthermore, there is additional evidence to suggest that inconsistent sleep patterns, or
intraindividual sleep variability (ISV; assessed by examining the variability in self-reported bedtimes over the course of a week), is associated with a number of poor outcomes in other populations.
Speciﬁcally, ISV appears to be associated with higher depressive
symptomatology (Dillon et al., 2015; Lemola et al., 2013; Vanderlind
et al., 2014) and next day sleepiness and fatigue (Manber et al., 1996).
It is unclear from this literature if ISV is related to cognition (McCrae
et al., 2012; Patel et al., 2014; Vanderlind et al., 2014). While ISV has
not yet been examined in SCI, there are several demographic risk factors for ISV, including younger age (Kramer et al., 1999; Minors et al.,
1998; Monk et al., 1991), non-White race/ethnicity (Knutson et al.,
2007; Mezick et al., 2009; Patel et al., 2014), higher body mass index
(Patel et al., 2014), weight gain (Roane et al., 2015), and physical
health conditions (Geoffroy et al., 2014), that are common in SCI and
may lead one to expect high rates of ISV in this population. Thus, we
also wanted to explore the relationship between ISV and cognition in
people with SCI.
To address these gaps in the literature, we conducted a prospective, repeated measures observational study of sleep and cognitive
function in adults with SCI. Because it is often recommended to
include both objective and subjective measures when evaluating
sleep (Landry et al., 2015), we were interested in understanding
how both subjective ratings and objective measures of sleep inﬂuenced both subjective and objective assessments of cognitive function in people with SCI over the course of a week. We
hypothesized that there would be signiﬁcant relationships between
sleep (both for self-reported sleep and objective proxy measures of
sleep) and cognitive performance. We did not anticipate associations between sleep (both for self-reported sleep and objective
proxy measures of sleep) and self-reported ratings of cognitive
function. Speciﬁcally, we expected to see small relationships
between sleep (both for self-reported sleep and objective proxy
measures of sleep) and memory performance given a well-documented body of literature that would suggest that these relationships are inconsistent (Cook & Marsiske, 2006; Jungwirth et al.,
2004; Lineweaver et al., 2004; Podewils et al., 2003; Reese &
Cherry, 2006; Sawrie et al., 1999; Schmidt et al., 2001) and that
subjective report may be more indicative of overall distress rather
than objective symptoms (Derouesné et al., 1999; Hutchinson et
al., 2012; Jungwirth et al., 2004; Lautenschlager et al., 2005;
Sawrie et al., 1999; Schmidt et al., 2001; Zandi, 2004). We
expected more robust relationships between sleep (both for selfreported sleep and objective proxy measures of sleep) and performance on measures of processing speed, attention, and working
memory, given that these domains are the most sensitive to neurological insult and lay the foundation for other cognitive domains
(Chiaravalloti et al., 2003; DeLuca, 2008; DeLuca & Kalmar,
2008; Donders et al., 2001; Gontkovsky & Beatty, 2006; Mayes &
Calhoun, 2007).
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Participants
Individuals with medically documented SCI were recruited at
two sites: the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, and the
University of Washington, Seattle, WA. Potential participants
were identiﬁed through medical record review, clinic and community settings (e.g., study ﬂyers, websites, community events, etc.),
and established participant registries. Participants were required to
be ﬂuent in English, capable of providing informed consent, capable of operating the study wristband monitor (independently or
with the assistance of another person), and willing to complete all
study assessments. We excluded participants who were currently
hospitalized or receiving intensive outpatient physical therapy.
The International Standards for Neurological Classiﬁcation of SCI
(Kirshblum et al., 2011) were used to characterize the sample as
paraplegia or tetraplegia. All data were collected in accordance
with each site’s local Institutional Review Board.

Study Procedures
Participants completed a baseline visit, seven consecutive days
of home monitoring, and a follow-up visit. Previously published
feasibility data in people with SCI support this study design (Kratz
et al., 2017). At the baseline visit, participants provided informed
consent, a brief interview covering medical history was conducted,
and participants completed a 30- to 45-min battery of online selfreport measures. In addition, the participant was provided instructions for the home monitoring period including training on using
the wrist-worn device (E4 Wristband), completing the real-time
assessments (conducted via an app or by text message), and completing the daily diaries on their own Internet-connected device or
on paper (for those without an Internet-connected device). During
the home monitoring period, all participants wore the E4 Wristband (described under Measures, below) along with completing
morning ratings of sleep, and end of day ratings of health-related
quality of life (HRQOL). During the follow-up visit (median follow up time was 8 days postbaseline; SD = 7), participants completed a comprehensive battery of neuropsychological assessments
and repeated the self-report measures. Participants were compensated $25 for completing the baseline visit, $5 for completing 1
day of the home monitoring period; $10 for completing 2 days;
$20 for completing 3 days; $30 for completing 4 days; $45 for
completing 5 days; $60 for completing 6 days; and $80 for completing 7 days, and $100 for completing follow-up cognitive testing visit. The baseline and follow-up visits were generally
conducted at the site, except if it was too difﬁcult for the participant to travel to the site. In such cases, these visits were conducted
at the participant’s home. All neuropsychological tests were
administered by an examiner that was trained and certiﬁed to
administer the cognitive tests by a neuropsychologist (NEC) and
all self-report measures were completed independently by the participant. Participants provided informed consent before their participation in study activities. This article is included alongside two
other manuscripts in this issue that also explore cognitive performance in people with SCI: one focused on examining the relationship between medication use and cognitive function (Carlozzi,
Troost, et al., 2021); and the other focused on examining the
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relationship between physical and mental symptoms and cognitive
function (Carlozzi, Graves, et al., 2021).

Measures
Demographic Variables
At the baseline appointment, study participants completed a
self-report demographic questionnaire. The survey included questions about the participants’ age, sex, education, ethnicity, race,
marital status, living situation, household income, work status,
mobility, SCI (level, completeness, and cause), and medications.

Sleep Measures
Self-Reported Sleep.
Sleep Diary. Participants answered questions about sleep duration and sleep quality upon waking each morning over the 7-day
home monitoring period. Sleep duration was measured by selfreported bedtime and wake times. Sleep quality was measured by a
morning question that was based on items from the consensus sleep
diary (i.e., and evidence-based approach to monitoring sleep; Carney et al., 2012). Speciﬁcally, we asked “On a scale from 0–10
where 0 = totally unrefreshed and 10 = totally refreshed, how
refreshed did you feel when you woke up this morning?” Sleep duration (i.e., the total number of self-reported hours of sleep), bedtime variability (calculated as the SD of self-reported bedtimes over
the course of the week), and average sleep quality ratings were used
as subjective measures of sleep.
Epworth Sleepiness Scale (Johns, 1991, 1992; Nguyen et al.,
2006). Participants completed eight items designed to evaluate
perceptions of typical daytime sleepiness. Total scores can range
from 0–24; higher scores indicate more perceived sleepiness. In
addition, scores can be interpreted as follows: scores from 0 to 5
indicate lower than normal daytime sleepiness, from 6 to 10 indicate higher than normal daytime sleepiness, from 11 to 12 indicate
mild excessive daytime sleepiness, from 13 to 15 indicate moderate excessive daytime sleepiness, and from 16 to 24 indicate
severe excessive daytime sleepiness.
PROMIS Sleep Disturbance (Yu et al., 2011). Participants
completed the PROMIS Sleep Disturbance computer adaptive test
(CAT) that provided an assessment of perceived sleep quality, as
well as perceived difﬁculties with getting to sleep or staying
asleep; and adequacy of and satisfaction with sleep. A CAT is an
adaptive test where each item is chosen based on the participant’s
response to the previous item. Scores are on T metric (i.e., M = 50,
SD = 10); higher scores represent greater sleep disturbance.
Objective Proxy Measures of Sleep.
Sleep Duration. The E4 wristband was also used to determine
amount of time asleep (i.e., sleep duration). Speciﬁcally, participants were instructed to “mark” instances of sleep by pressing the
button on the E4 device when going to sleep and upon waking.
These “marks” were compared with the self-reported sleep and
wake times to determine sleep start time and sleep end time (in
cases with discrepancies, the actigraphy data was used to determine
sleep onset or wake time).
Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) Activity. The E4 wristband (Empatica) is a wearable device the collects raw physiological signals including heart rate variability (HRV), electrodermal
activity (EDA), body movement (accelerometer data), and skin
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temperature data (Empatica, 2020). During sleep, heart rate is
expected to drop to the low end of normal. High heart rate and low
heart rate variability during sleep may indicate psychological or
medical conditions, for example, anxiety, obstructive sleep apnea,
and atrial ﬁbrillation (Bonnet & Arand, 2010; Fujiki et al., 2013;
Palatini & Julius, 1997; Silvani, 2019; Stein & Kleiger, 1999;
Stein & Pu, 2012; Task Force of the European Society of Cardiology and the North American Society of Pacing Electrophysiology,
1996; Tsuji et al., 1994). In addition, literature shows that HRV,
EDA levels, and body movement are highly correlated with various phases of sleep (Borazio & Laerhoven, 2012; Kurihara &
Watanabe, 2012; Onton et al., 2016, 2018; Paragliola & Coronato,
2017; Sadeghi et al., 2019; Sano et al., 2014). It was worn all day
and night for the home monitoring period, except for 1 hr each day
to charge the device. We examined signals from blood volume
pulse (BVP; a measure of heart-rate variability), which detects
systolic peaks (a result of the direct pressure wave traveling from
the left ventricle to the periphery of the body) and diastolic peaks
(a result of reﬂections of the pressure wave by arteries of the lower
body), as well as the phasic (fast-changing) components (a measure of emotional arousal) of EDA (a marker of sympathetic nervous system arousal; Braithwaite et al., 2015). Speciﬁcally, for
BVP, we examined the mean of the mean time between systolic
peaks and diastolic peaks in a pulse wave in 5 min windows. We
also examined the skewness of the maximum frequency of the
phasic components of the EDA signal in 5-min windows.

Cognition Measures
Subjective Ratings of Cognition. Subjective cognitive function was measured with the Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) Cognitive Function CAT.
This was administered at the follow-up. The PROMIS Cognitive
Function CAT evaluates perceived cognitive abilities. This item
bank is scored on a T metric (i.e., M = 50, SD = 10); a higher score
represents more of the concept being measured (i.e., better cognitive function; Lai et al., 2014).
Objective Measures of Cognition. During the follow-up visit,
participants also completed six neuropsychological measures assessing a range of functions. These measures were deliberately selected
to include tests with scores that did not rely heavily on motor function, given that these scores likely underrepresent the cognitive capabilities of individuals with upper limb impairments that are common
in people with SCI (American Educational Research Association,
American Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement in Education, 2014; Cicerone et al., 2011).
The NIH Toolbox (NIHTB) Oral Symbol Digit Test
(Weintraub et al., 2013, 2014). The NIHTB Oral Symbol Digit
test provides a measure of processing speed. Participants were
given nine symbols that were arranged in a key at the top of the
page, where each symbol was paired with a number from 1 to 9.
The participants were then given a series of symbols without numbers and asked to orally pair each symbol with its number; this
task was completed in order, without skipping any symbols. They
had 120 s to complete as many matches as they could. The score
was computed by summing the number of correctly identiﬁed
numbers. The scores could range from 0–144, where a higher
score indicated better processing speed.
The Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test (PASAT; Diehr et al.,
1998). The PASAT examines attention, auditory processing

speed, and working memory. The 3-s version was used in this
study. Every 3 s, the participants heard a single digit number,
added that number to the previous number, and said the sum out
loud. The raw score was equivalent to the total number correct out
of 49; higher scores indicate better cognitive function.
The NIHTB List Sorting Working Memory Test (Tulsky et al.,
2014, 2013). The NIHTB List Sorting Working Memory test
examines working memory by sequencing familiar pictures of
food and animals. The pictures were displayed both visually
and orally and the participants were required to recite them in
size order. The assessment started with a one-list version where
the participant only saw pictures from a single category and
then moved into a two-list version where the participant saw
items from both categories. Scores were calculated by combining the total number of items correct on the one- and two-list
versions, where a higher score indicated better performance
(maximum 28).
The California Verbal Learning Test-II (CVLT-II; Delis et al.,
2000). The CVLT-II evaluates verbal learning and memory. Sixteen words were read to the participant and the participant was
asked to recall the list; this was repeated for ﬁve learning trials. A
distractor list was then read, followed by short-delay free recall
and a short-delay cued recall of the original list. The cued recall
was completed using word categories. After 20 min, long-delay
free recall, long-delay cued recall, and recognition trials of the
original list were completed. We examined learning trials and
long-delay free recall raw scores in this study.
The Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System (D-KEFS)
Color/Word Interference Test (Delis et al., 2001). The DKEFS
Color/Word Interference test measures cognitive ﬂexibility and resistance to interference. This assessment has three timed trials.
The participants were timed while naming colors, reading names
of colors in black ink, and reading names of colors printed in the
wrong color of ink (e.g., the word red, printed in green ink). We
examined scores on the interference trial of this test (scores reﬂect
the amount of time it took the participant to complete the trial);
higher scores indicate poorer cognitive performance.
The Verbal Fluency Test (Lezak et al., 2004). Verbal Fluency
assesses language (phonemic) and executive function (Whiteside
et al., 2016). The test instructed the participants to produce as
many words as they could that started with a particular letter
within 60 s. Scores were calculated by summing the total number
of words across the three different letter trials (F, A, S); higher
scores indicate better cognitive function.

Additional Self-Report Measures
In addition, several potential covariates were considered in
analyses including PROMIS measures of Anxiety, Depression,
Fatigue and Pain (Cella et al., 2007, 2010). The PROMIS Anxiety CAT was used to assess fear, anxiousness, hyperarousal, and
potential anxiety-related symptoms. The PROMIS Depression
CAT was used to assess feelings of sadness and worthlessness.
The PROMIS Fatigue CAT was used to assess feelings of tiredness and exhaustion. PROMIS Pain Intensity is a three-item
ﬁxed short form was used to measure how much someone hurts.
All of these PROMIS measures are scored on a T metric (M =
50, SD = 10); higher scores indicate more of the named construct
(i.e., poorer functioning).
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Table 1
Participant Characteristics and Distributions of Sleep and Cognitive Measures (N = 167)
Variable

Distribution
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Participant characteristics
Age (years), M (SD)
Female, n (%)
Education, n (%)
Grades 912, without graduating
GED
High school graduate
Some college credit, but less than 1 year
Associate’s degree (e.g., AA, AS)
Bachelor’s degree (e.g., BA, AB, BS)
Master’s degree (e.g., MA, MS, MEng, Med, MSW, MBA)
Professional degree (e.g., MD, DDS, DVM, JD, LLB)
Doctorate degree (e.g., Ph.D., EdD)
Vocational degree/certificate
Unknown
Injury classification, n (%)
Paraplegia
Tetraplegia
Unknown/missing
Time since injury (years), M (SD)
Comorbidities, n (%)
Circadian rhythm sleep wake disorder
Objective sleep apnea
Insomnia
Other neurological injury (TBI, stroke, or other brain injury)
Mood disorder (depressive disorder, anxiety disorder, or bipolar disorder)
Medications, n (%)
Opioid analgesics
Anticonvulsants
Tricyclics
SSRI/SSNRIs
Benzodiazepines
Stimulants
Cannabis
Antispasmodics
Skeletal/muscle relaxants
Sedatives
Sleep measures
Average sleep quality in hours, M (SD)
Bedtime variability in hours, M (SD)
Average hours slept (self-report), M (SD)
Average hours slept (wristband), M (SD)
Epworth Sleepiness Scale, M (SD) a
Lower normal daytime sleepiness, n (%)
Higher normal daytime sleepiness, n (%)
Mild excessive daytime sleepiness, n (%)
Moderate excessive daytime sleepiness, n (%)
Severe excessive daytime sleepiness, n (%)
PROMIS sleep disturbance, M (SD), (impairment rate)
BVP signal (from E4 wristband), M (SD)
EDA signal (from E4 wristband), M (SD)
Objective cognitive function measures
Oral Symbol Digit Test, M (SD)
Oral Symbol Digit Test (T score), M (SD), (% impaired)
PASAT, M (SD)
PASAT (fully corrected T score), M (SD), (% impaired)
Listing sorting working memory, M (SD)
Listing sorting working memory (fully corrected T score), M (SD), (% impaired)
CVLT: Learning Trials, M (SD)
CVLT: Learning Trials (standardized), M (SD), (% impaired)
CVLT: Long-Delay Free Recall, M (SD)
CVLT: Long-Delay Free Recall (age and sex corrected scaled score), M (SD), (% impaired)
D-KEFS: Inhibition, M (SD)
D-KEFS: Inhibition (age and sex corrected scaled score), M (SD), (% impaired)

49.2 (14.59)
58 (35)
4 (2)
3 (2)
13 (8)
33 (20)
27 (16)
51 (31)
20 (12)
4 (2)
5 (3)
6 (4)
1 (1)
66 (40)
72 (43)
29 (17)
16.7 (13.7)
0 (0)
10 (6)
2 (1)
5 (3)
7 (4)
52 (30)
56 (32)
17 (10)
58 (34)
39 (23)
7 (4)
17 (10)
87 (50)
25 (14)
10 (6)
6.0 (1.66)
0.9 (0.66)
7.9 (1.16)
7.7 (1.16)
7.5 (4.5)
58 (40)
66 (40)
15 (9)
17 (10)
8 (5)
51.4 (7.8) (10.8)
0.8 (0.12)
3.9 (1.76)
74.7 (21.31)
62.9 (12.34) (9)
37.7 (9.65)
49.3 (10.73) (9)
17.3 (2.79)
50.8 (9.71) (10)
49.6 (10.1)
53.2 (9.8) (7)
10.7 (3.26)
0.1 (1.00) (11)
54.9 (13.78)
10.9 (2.68) (11)
(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)
Variable

Distribution

Verbal Fluency, M (SD) a
Verbal Fluency, range
Verbal Fluency (standardized), M (SD), (% impaired)

41.0 (13.07)
16.0 to 81.0
47.5 (11.2) (25)

Subjective cognitive function measure
PROMIS: Cognitive abilities, M (SD), (% impaired)

49.5 (9.62) (17)

Other covariates
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PROMIS depression, M (SD)
PROMIS fatigue, M (SD)
PROMIS pain intensity, M (SD)

49.8 (9.84)
50.9 (9.00)
45.8 (7.77)

Note. TBI = traumatic brain injury; SSRI = selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors; SSNRI = seratonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor; PROMIS = Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System; BVP = blood volume
pulse; EDA = electrodermal activity; PASAT = Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test; CVLT = California Verbal Learning
Test; D-KEFS = Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System. Although raw scores were used on analyses that examined
objective cognitive function measures, we report standardized scores here to aid clinical interpretation (in all cases higher
scores indicate better cognitive performance).
a
Data are missing for n = 3 participants.

Analysis Plan
Participant characteristics were described using mean and standard deviation for continuous variables and frequencies and percentages for categorical variables. Clinical impairment rates were
calculated for standardized tests by indicating the number of participants with scores that were greater than or equal to 1 SD away
from the mean in the abnormal direction (Heaton et al., 2004). A
series of multivariable linear regressions were used to test for associations between eight measures of sleep/ANS activity during
sleep and eight cognitive variables. Each sleep-cognition relationship was tested in a separate model (i.e., 64 separate models).
Given that scaled scores for the different objective cognitive tests
used different normative corrections, raw scores were utilized in
analyses and all models adjusted for age, sex, education ($college
vs. ,college), time since injury, as well as PROMIS Depression,
PROMIS Fatigue, and PROMIS Pain Intensity, and injury classiﬁcation (i.e., tetraplegia vs. paraplegia). Given that this is the ﬁrst
article, to our knowledge, to explore the relationship we report
false-discovery rate adjusted p-values for reference (i.e., q , .15;
adjusting for 64 tests) using linear step-up (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). We also provide conventional p values for reference
(although we do not discuss these values separately in the text).
Analyses considered the inclusion of medication as a potential
covariate; the inclusion of medication category as a covariate did
not change the results herein and thus, they are not reported, but
rather are explored in detail in a separate article with detailed analyses examining the relationship between medication use and cognitive function that is simultaneously presented in this same
journal issue (Carlozzi, Troost, et al., 2021). Analyses were performed in SAS V9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).

Results
Table 1 provides descriptive characteristics of the sample for all
variables included in the analyses. Participants had a mean age of
49, 35% were female and 48% had a college degree. Mean reported
sleep quality throughout the week was 6.0 (on a scale from 0–10)
with an average bedtime variability of .9 hr and an average of 7.7

hr slept/night. Correlations of the ﬁve sleep variables are shown in
online Supplemental Materials Table 1. All correlations were ,.2
indicating these were relatively independent markers of sleep.
Table 2 summarizes results from the multivariable linear regression models. Proposed hypotheses were only partially supported.
We did not see the anticipated relationships between self-reported
sleep variables and either objective cognitive performance or selfreported cognitive function. However, we did see some signiﬁcant
relationships between objective proxy measures of sleep and
objective cognitive performance. Speciﬁcally, lower BVP signal
was associated with poorer performance on measures of processing speed (i.e., Oral Symbol Digit), working memory (i.e., List
Sort Working Memory), learning (CVLT: Learning Trials), and
long-term memory (i.e., CVLT: Long-Delay Free), but not with
measures of executive function (i.e., Color/Word Interference;
Verbal Fluency) or a complex measure of attention, processing
speed, and working memory (i.e., PASAT), nor was it associated
with subjective reports of cognitive function. Additionally, EDA
signals were associated with poorer performance on a test of executive function (i.e., Verbal Fluency).

Discussion
This report focuses on the relationships between sleep and both
subjective and objective assessments of cognitive function in people with SCI. In general, ﬁndings did not support the anticipated
relationships between self-reported aspects of sleep and cognitive
function. First, there was no relationship between self-reported
sleep (i.e., sleep quality, number of hours slept per night, and bedtime variability) and cognitive function (this included both objective cognitive performance and subjective reports of cognitive
function). Because the general literature relating to the relationships between objective symptoms and subjective cognition is
mixed (Cook & Marsiske, 2006; Jungwirth et al., 2004; Lineweaver et al., 2004; Podewils et al., 2003; Reese & Cherry, 2006;
Sawrie et al., 1999; Schmidt et al., 2001), and the general literature
relating ISV to cognition is also mixed (McCrae et al., 2012; Patel
et al., 2014; Vanderlind et al., 2014), and the sample size for these

Note. CI = confidence interval; PROMIS = Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System; BVP = blood volume pulse; EDA = electrodermal activity; PASAT = Paced Auditory
Serial Addition Test; CVLT = California Verbal Learning Test; D-KEFS = Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System. Each cell represents an independent, adjusted, linear regression model. All models
adjust for age, sex, education ($college vs. ,college), PROMIS Depression, PROMIS Fatigue, and PROMIS Pain Intensity, and injury classification (i.e., tetraplegia vs. paraplegia); full model results
for each sleep variable are reported in the online Supplemental Materials Table 2.
a
False-discovery rate adjusted q-value significant with false discovery rate = .15 (these values are also bolded above for emphasis).
* p , .05. ** p , .0001.

0.66 [0.07, 1.39]

0.34 [0.80, 1.48]
0.66 [1.26, 2.59]

21.75 [23.00, 20.49]*a

1.28 [3.04, 0.48]

1.15 [0.00, 2.30]
0.26 [0.56, 0.03]

0.62 [0.19, 1.06]*a
1.74 [0.44, 3.04]*a

0.27 [1.15, 0.61]
0.25 [0.51, 0.02]

0.77 [0.39, 1.15]*a
1.64 [0.20, 3.09]*

0.98 [1.96, 0.01]*
1.10 [3.08, 0.88]

6.04 [3.25, 8.83]**a
BVP signal (from E4 wristband)

EDA signal (from E4 wristband)

0.09 [0.30, 0.12]
0.55 [0.53, 1.63]
0.09 [0.47, 0.30]
0.47 [1.32, 2.27]
0.03 [0.39, 0.32]
0.03 [1.67, 1.74]
0.13 [0.12, 0.38]
0.39 [0.86, 1.64]
0.04 [0.24, 0.31]
0.47 [1.02, 1.96]
0.18 [0.40, 0.75]
0.78 [3.60, 2.03]
PROMIS sleep disturbances (per 1 point)
Average hours slept (from wristband)

0.03 [0.11, 0.05]
0.01 [0.40, 0.37]

0.07 [0.02, 0.15]
0.15 [0.57, 0.27]

0.30 [0.55, 0.04]*

0.22 [2.17, 1.72]
3.01 [0.38, 6.40]

0.11 [0.59, 0.37]
0.00 [0.44, 0.44]

3.20 [6.25, 0.16]*
0.78 [0.01, 1.55]*

0.03 [0.08, 0.15]
0.04 [0.28, 0.37]

1.71 [0.63, 4.05]

0.05 [0.31, 0.40]

0.47 [0.25, 1.19]
1.60 [0.84, 4.05]
1.91 [3.03, 6.84]

0.35 [1.06, 0.36]

Self-reported bedtime variability (per 1 hr)

Epworth Sleepiness Scale (per 1 point)

0.02 [0.08, 0.12]

0.41 [0.42, 1.23]
0.53 [0.48, 1.54]
0.25 [1.24, 1.73]
0.05 [1.73, 1.82]
0.55 [0.78, 1.89]
0.29 [1.92, 1.34]
0.11 [0.46, 0.24]
0.08 [0.50, 0.33]
0.25 [0.84, 1.34]
0.58 [1.88, 0.73]
0.17 [2.00, 2.33]
0.96 [3.63, 1.71]
Self-reported sleep quality (per 1 point)
Self-reported number of hours slept (per 1 hr)

Sleep variable

0.12 [0.19, 0.43]
0.19 [0.56, 0.18]

0.11 [1.14, 0.91]
0.12 [1.11, 1.35]

D-KEFS: Inhibition
b[95% CI]
CVLT: Long-Delay Free
Recall
b[95% CI]
CVLT: Learning
Trials
b[95% CI]
List sort working
memory
b[95% CI]
PASAT
b[95% CI]
Oral Symbol Digit
b[95% CI]

Cognitive outcome

Table 2
Summary Findings for Regression Models: Effects of Sleep on Cognitive Function Outcome Variables
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Verbal Fluency
b[95% CI]

PROMIS: Cognitive abilities
b[95% CI]
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analyses is relatively small, ﬁndings should be interpreted with
caution and replication in other independent samples is warranted.
Findings for objective proxy measures of sleep identiﬁed significant relationships between our ANS-speciﬁc markers of sleep and
cognitive performance. Speciﬁcally, lower heart rate variability
during sleep (represented by our BVP signal) was related to worse
cognitive performance on tests of long-term memory, processing
speed, working memory, and learning. This is consistent with
reports that indicate that that high HR and low HRV is a general
marker for disease (Bonnet & Arand, 2010; Fujiki et al., 2013;
Palatini & Julius, 1997; Silvani, 2019; Stein & Kleiger, 1999;
Stein & Pu, 2012; Task Force of the European Society of Cardiology and the North American Society of Pacing Electrophysiology,
1996; Tsuji et al., 1994), and that both low HRV (during the day
and at night) is also associated with anxiety and stressors (Brosschot et al., 2007; Hall et al., 2007). In addition, increased arousal
during sleep (represented by our EDA signal) was related to worse
cognitive performance on a measure of executive function. This is
consistent with other literature that has found a positive relationship between EDA and cognitive load (Benedek & Kaernbach,
2010; Critchley, 2005; Raikes & Schaefer, 2016). For example,
persons with concussion exhibit greater physiologic arousal (as
measured by EDA; Raikes & Schaefer, 2016). In addition, persons
with concussion also exhibited worse performance on a delayed
memory task relative to nonconcussed controls, even despite similar levels of arousal patterns during the initial learning phases of
the task (Raikes & Schaefer, 2016). Findings suggest that poorer
sleep (i.e., greater sympathetic nervous system arousal), may
indeed have a negative impact across multiple cognitive domains.
While our study included both subjective and objective measures
of sleep, we did not include the traditional gold standard assessment
of sleep (i.e., polysomnography) and instead focused on subjective
self-report measures of sleep, as well as signals that were derived
from a wrist-worn study device given that these approaches provided
both a cost savings and were low burden for the participants, and
were able to capture sleep in the real-word environment (Chen et al.,
2018; Gao et al., 2019). In addition, the cognitive assessment was
only conducted post the home-monitoring period; future studies
should examine cognitive performance both before and after a homemonitoring period. We also did not comprehensively evaluate the absence/presence of sleep disorders in our sample, nor did we evaluate
premorbid comorbidities (including premorbid history of development or learning disabilities). The comorbidity data that is provided
was based on self-report data for these conditions and likely underestimates the true rates of these comorbidities. It is possible that stronger relationships, and a more consistent pattern of ﬁndings among
sleep and cognitive function may emerge for those individuals with
clinical sleep disorders. In addition, medication data was also based
on self-report data, which was not veriﬁed by medical record or pharmacy data. It is possible that medication use, especially use of medications that may impact cognitive performance, may inﬂuence the
relationship between sleep and cognitive performance; future inquiry
in samples with well characterized medication data (including dosage
and frequency) is warranted. Furthermore, this study only examined
persons with SCI, it is unknown if the sleep problems that are experienced are unique to people with SCI, or is simply a product of dysregulated sleep. Future work that compares people with SCI to other
groups would better elucidate how these relationships may or may
not be unique to people with SCI.
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Given the preliminary nature of these ﬁndings, any clinical
implications are tentative. One potential suggestion raised by the
ﬁnding that, compared with subjective measures, objective measures were relatively more predictive of cognitive outcomes is that
clinicians may need to look beyond self-report report measures of
sleep. For patients where sleep is suspected to contribute to poor
cognitive functioning, clinicians may need to assess sleep by
objective means (e.g., polysomnography, sleep diary plus actigraphy) to explore the nature of the sleep-cognition relationship.
In summary, there appears to at least some relationship between
some sleep variables and objective cognitive performance in persons with SCI. Future work is needed to conﬁrm these ﬁndings,
but suggest that there may be a relationship between objective
sleep (i.e., measures of sleep physiology) and cognitive functioning in individuals with SCI.
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